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Human Power

Fitness Clubs Generating Electricity

Susan Kyes ~ Kaitlin Violet ~ Tina Edwards

Imagine the potential ...

Think of all the people in the health clubs all over our country.

Think of the energy that!s being generated and how it could be

used instead of going to waste!

Our topic is exploring the possibility

of using health clubs as a source of

renewable energy using human

power.

Reference One
www.los-gatos.ca.us/davidbu/pedgen.html

David Butcher!s website

David Butcher has been working on a method to use human-

generated power to run appliances around the house. His

experiences and observations are on his website, as well as plans

to build a device that just about anyone could use to power a

variety of small household machinery as well as charge batteries

for later use.

Reference Two
Portable Pedal Power: a Proposal

Portable Pedal Power Design Sketch

Discusses the feasibility of generating electricity through human-powered bicycles. Although

not geared towards employment in a health club, this proposal provides valuable information

that could easily be translated to such a setting.
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Reference Three

24 Hour Fitness

Interviewed the Fitness Manager Greg Sparks about daily usage of their facility, what
kinds of machines they offer for their patrons! use, and the possibility of using human

power to create electricity. 24 Hour Fitness seems to be on the forefront of fitness
center technology and is cutting energy costs.

24 Hour Fitness
1407 SW 4th Ave, Portland, oregon

Open 145 hours a week, offering approximately 90 aerobic workout machines.

People go to fitness clubs to improve their health, but at the same time, with no

additional effort, they could also be producing clean, renewable energy, thereby

improving the health of the environment too.

Human energy could be put to better use in the health club setting.

Elliptical machines and stationary bicycles

These are the two machines that are commonly found in a health club that are

best suited for the generation of electricity.
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“Pedal Power utilizes the most powerful muscles in the body: the quads,

hamstrings and calves, converting ninety-five percent of exertion into energy.”

Bart Orlando, CCAT, Humboldt University

How many watts are

generated?

•  125 calories are burned by walking 3 mph on a treadmill per half hour

•  1.0 nutritional calorie = 3.968 btu

•  1.0btu = 0.293 wh

•  250 calories per hour x  3.968btu = 496 btu/hour

•  496 btu/hour x 0.293 wh = 290.656 watts

Direct uses of electricity

As a person pedals, a constant current

of electricity is generated, continuing
only as long as the person is pedaling.

If an appliance was connected via an
inverter to convert the electricity from

direct to alternating current, the
appliance would function.

Indirect uses of

electricity

How is energy stored?
If the energy is not needed until later, it may be placed in a battery.
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Immediate uses

watching TV

pedal powered washing machine or dryer

biodiesel circulation/transfer pump

water pump system

whole-house fan for heat removal in the evening

many more items around the house

Deferred uses

off-grid power storage

charge cell phones, laptops, iPods, camera batteries

Pedal Power Potential
Components to build a 12 volt

pedal powered generator

• Exercise bike with a front mounted flywheel

• fan belt

• 24 volt DC generator

• copper wire

• voltage regulator

• diode

• lead-acid battery

• inverter

• voltage and RPM meter attached to bike

What kind of consumers would choose health

clubs that offered green alternatives?

• ecologically minded people

• cost-conscious people who might be encouraged by a “pedal points”

type of program offered by the club

• people who would like the idea of charging their personal devices

through their own efforts

Pros and Cons from the

Health club’s perspective

• Pros

• increasing membership by appealing to energy-conscious

patrons

• lowering their energy costs

• diversifying services for their guests

• bringing public company image more in line with a  green
company mission statement

• creating a safer workout environment with less cords to trip
on

• Cons

• initial changeover costs
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health care costs ... ... are rising

how much renewable energy

could be produced if...

If there are an average of 75 elliptical and stationary bicycles in each of the approximately
150 health clubs in the Portland area, and each one of those machines was used at an
average of 4 hours per day, we!d be able to create 6,750 kW a day!

75 machines * 150 clubs * 4 hours a day = 45,000 hours of pedaling

45,000 * 150 watts sustained generation = 6,750,000 / 1000 = 6,750 kWh

Which is theoretically enough to supply power for a day to 225 houses at the 30 kW
average.

Breakdown for each club would be 75 * 4 = 300 hours * 150 w = 45,000 watts / 1000 = 45
kW toward offsetting whatever the club!s usage of grid electricity is for the day.
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Many thanks to Josh Gustafson for the bicycle operation demonstration :)
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David Butcher

Using less power is as
important, if not more

important, than
making more.


